








Email sent by Dixie Hansen to Danielle Robards on 8/18/21 and her response 

Danielle, 

I have reviewed the proposed catering contract for Flere Lag Stevne at the Empire Event Center / Best Western 
Rochester Hotel.  I think we’re mostly in sync… with just a few things to adjust and/or clarify. 

Your inline confirmation (or not) of my understanding and/or your comment on each of the following, is appreciated.  A 
few of the specific requests, if agreed to, would need to be modified in the contract (marked in red).  But for most of 
them, I'm fine with your simple assurance that the Best Western/Empire Event Center and Flere Lag are in essential 
agreement. 

1. You indicated that Flere Lag may use that beautiful hotel breakfast room as our hospitality suite.  We understand that
the breakfast room will be used by all hotel guests during breakfast hours (totally fine with us) but that, at 11:00 AM it
will be designated for our exclusive use (the exclusivity is not something you need to police for us unless there is an
unexpected issue... like an invasion of Swedes!).  Our members will be bringing cookies/bars/crackers/cheese, snacks
(and probably pickled herring!) with a focus on Norwegian treats to share with others in our hospitality area.  While
actual open hours for our hospitality suite will fall in late morning and afternoon hours on Thursday and Friday, our
members will start dropping off treats on Wednesday.  We’ll need a refrigerator in that room where we can keep cheese
& herring chilled and space allotted for the storage of other brought-in foods in a location that doesn’t interfere with
your use of the area as a breakfast room.

2. You indicated that the hotel coffee pots stationed just outside the door of the Hospitality Suite will be kept full during
daytime hours for access (at no additional cost) by all hotel guests, including members of our group.  This, in spite of the
fact that we gave you due warning that we are Norwegians!!  (we noticed that you didn't blink).

3. At the just-concluded meeting of Tre Lag Stevne in Madison, we had 117 registrants (not bad for this pandemic year –
vs. our 2019 attendance of 145).  Our contracted room block was 60/70/60 =190.  Our actual rooms used was
186. Because Flere Lag (5 lag groups rather than 3) is estimated to be larger (potentially, assuming the pandemic has
abated,  215-230 registrants) I think we should up our room block in Rochester beyond the 210 rooms in the
contract.  My thought:  85/95/85=265.

4. Your room block quotes a rate of $94 Single. Most of our rooms will actually likely be booked double
occupancy.  Please change the agreement to indicate that the $94 room rate is single or double.

5. You indicated that the $94 room rate includes parking, internet, and breakfast for all guests in the room.  Please
confirm that.

6. I don’t remember if we discussed this when we visited, but I know from prior experience that some of our members
will arrive the afternoon before our meeting (on Tuesday, 2 August).  These are typically the folks who need to set up
the registration area, hang signage (subject to hotel approval), and set up bookshelves and resources in the genealogy
area (not sure yet which ballroom we will be using for that).  And maybe 2 or 3 who are arriving from distant states.  We
request that, on a space-available basis, you will extend the $94 room night rate to those early arrivals.  (probably 8-
12).  If you prefer to block a few rooms for us on that shoulder night, that's fine too.   Also, unless it turns out that you
have booked another group in the hotel on Tuesday which might prevent it, we would request access to the genealogy
lab area in the late afternoon and early evening on Tuesday for early set-up.  (Our group typically takes off on an area
tour at Noon on Wednesday, so late Tuesday set-up of the genealogy lab allows those involved in the set up to go on the
tour with us).

7. DEPOSIT DUE DATE.  We request the ability to pay the required deposit in 2 chunks: $1,000 in October 2021 and
$1,000 on or before April 30th 2022.  Please confirm and reflect that change in the contract.

8. It is our understanding that, in addition to room rental/room set-up and AV, the Room Rental fees also include
internet access and tables for vendors and registration (likely in hallway).  You also indicated that if we place vendors in
the hallway, that access to the hallway can be locked off over-night.  Please confirm.

9. RESERVATIONS I don’t know who “David” is… but we are not offering him a 2-Bedroom Family Suite to him!!  (yeah, I
know that is just a simple typo left over from a prior contract!).  Instead can you change the language to indicate that for
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every XX room nights secured Flere Lag will receive an $XX credit against our final event costs?  (That's how we typically 
work this in our agreements, since we prefer not to give any member of our group special privileges and it's easiest just 
to apply the credit against our costs). 

10.  FOOD AND BEVERAGE POLICIES  - The contract reads that all food for the event will be provided by the 
hotel.  Obviously, an exception is the Hospitality Suite where we do serve treats to our guests (covered elsewhere 
here).  Also, we understand that your reference to the "event" is defined only within the confines of the hotel.  It’s 
possible that we may have a picnic or group meal elsewhere in the Rochester area sometime during our conference 
event (plans are not yet made).  We do intend to hold our Friday night banquet at the hotel… and (probably) afternoon 
break refreshments. 

11.  You have indicated that the set-up fee for the cash bar on Friday evening prior to the banquet is $75.   

12.  You were going to check to see if you have a Canadian Flag in addition to the US Flag.  Let me know.  (Maybe next 
year our Canadian members will actually be able to cross the border to attend) 

Thanks Danielle.  Once you've reviewed the above and confirmed and or offered alternatives on specifics, please send a 
contract with any essential (in red) adjustments and I'll send it out for a quick review by our planning committee and we 
will get a signed copy back to you. 

Beste Hilsen, 

Dx 
 
Dixie Hansen 
Flere Lag Site-Selection Committee and Event Registrar 
dx@dxhansen.com 
 

Danielle’s Response (same date): 

Hi Dixie, 
  
Attached is the updated contract with the addition of the items below. 
  
Food/Beverage Policies only pertain to the Event Center side of the property, not the Hospitality Room in the hotel or 
anything outside of the space in the Rochester area  
  
We do not have a Canadian Flag. This can be brought in however. 
  
Talk to you soon, 
 




